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This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation of the unsteady flow about pitching flat plates.

Hydrodynamic force and two-dimensional particle image velocimetry measurements are reported for three pivot

locations (leading edge, midchord, and trailing edge), reduced pitch rates from 0.022 to 0.39, and in still water, which

corresponds to infinite reduced pitch rate. The wing has rectangular planform with effective aspect ratio 4, and the

wing pitching motion is from 0 to 45 deg angle of attack. The relation between hydrodynamic force and vortical flow

development as a function of pivot location and reduced pitch rate is discussed. Reasonable agreement is found

between measured hydrodynamic force and quasi-steady potential flow theoretical results. Several vortical flow

features are identified and discussed, including 1) the effect of pivot location and pitch acceleration on formation and

evolution of vortical structures, 2) the impact of interaction between vortical flow structures on hydrodynamic force

development, and 3) three-dimensional flow development and transient vortex development.

Nomenclature

AR = b2∕S, geometric aspect ratio (equal to 2), m
ARe = 2AR, effective aspect ratio, m
a = lift slope for finite aspect-ratio wing
a0 = lift slope for two-dimensional airfoil
B = 2tp∕ta, ratio of pitch time to pitch acceleration time
b = 2c, wetted span of the wing, m
CA = 2FA∕ρU2

∞S, axial force coefficient
CD = 2D∕ρU2

∞S, drag coefficient
CL = 2L∕ρU2

∞S, lift coefficient
CN = 2FN∕ρU2

∞S, normal force coefficient
c = 0.0508, chord length of the wing, m
D = drag, N
dt = time between camera exposures
dx = particle displacement between camera exposures, pixel
e = relaxation coefficient
FA = axial force, N
FN = normal force, N
Fr = U∞∕�gb�0.5, Froude number
Fx = x component of force in sensor frame of reference, N
Fy = y component of force in sensor frame of reference, N
h = hold coefficient
K = 0.5cα 0

m∕U∞, reduced pitch rate
L = lift, N
Re = U∞c∕ν, Reynolds number
S = bc, wetted area of the wing, m2

St = α 0
mc

2∕ν, Stokes number
s = start coefficient
ta = α 0

m∕α 0 0
m , pitch acceleration time, s

tc = c∕U∞, convective time, s
tp = αm∕α 0

m, pitch time, s

t1 = first transition time point when a wing starts to pitch-up
in an unsmooth motion trace, s

t2 = second transition time point when a wing starts to hold
in an unsmooth motion trace, s

t3 = third transition time point when awing starts to return in
an unsmooth motion trace, s

t4 = fourth transition time point when a wing returns back to
initial position in an unsmooth motion trace, s

U∞ = constant freestream velocity, m∕s
w = angular frequency, Hz
αm = maximum pitch angle, deg
α 0
m = maximum pitch rate, deg ∕s

α 00
m = maximum pitch acceleration, deg ∕s2

α�t� = pitch angle, deg
α 0�t� = pitch rate, deg ∕s
α 00�t� = pitch acceleration, deg ∕s2
β = ratio of smoothing angle to the maximum pitch angle
γ = ratio of margin acceleration to maximum pitch

acceleration during the smoothing
Δt = half time for smoothing angle, s
Δα = smoothing angle, deg
δ = induced drag factor
ν = kinematic viscosity, m2∕s
κ = induced lift factor
τ = tp∕tc, ratio of pitch time to convective time
ω = vorticity, 1∕s

I. Introduction

T HE rapidly pitching airfoil or wing is a canonical flow capturing
the influence of dynamic stall and flow separation on the

flight performance and maneuverability of fixed- and rotary-wing
aircraft [1–20]. For fixed-wing aircraft, the phenomenon of dynamic
stall beneficially increases high-angle-of-attack maneuverability.
Dynamic stall is characterized by formation of a large-scale vortex
structure on the suction side of the wing. This vortex is regarded as a
dynamic stall vortex [4,5,11,12,14,17] or leading-edge vortex
[6,7,20]. For rotary-wing aircraft [21], to maintain the overall lift
performance during high-speed forward flight, the angle of attack of
the retreating blademust increase to compensate for the lower relative
flow speed, which can lead to dynamic stall. More recently, rapidly
pitchingwings are found to play an important role in lift enhancement
of flapping-wing aircraft [22,23]. For flapping wings, significant
lift enhancement occurs during wing pronation or supination,
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accompanied by the formation of a leading-edge vortex
(Gopalakrishnan and Tafti [24]). This lift is referred to as rotational
lift by Walker [25] and Sane and Dickinson [26]. Sane [27] suggested
that such rotational lift is caused by increased circulation about the
wing associatedwith a constant rate of change of angle of attack,which
was first described by Kramer [28] and is known as Kramer’s effect.
Harmonic and ramp-type pitching motions have been used to

capture the unsteady flow dynamics of maneuvering wings. For
harmonic pitchingmotion, the frequency of the motion determines the
degree of unsteadiness. The corresponding nondimensional parameter
is the reduced frequency (k � 0.5cw∕U∞), which characterizes the
relative magnitude of unsteady effects compared to advection effects.
In addition to the purely inertial forces resulting from acceleration of
the fluid, unsteady effects result in unsteadyproduction of vorticity and
circulatory forces on airfoils and wings. These effects are captured in
the classical unsteady analysis of Theodorsen as highlighted by
Leishman [21] and many others that followed. The original work of
Theodorsen is referred to [29]. However, for ramp-type pitching
motions of interest in the current study, the pitch rate α 0

m is constant.
The relevant dimensionless parameter is the reduced pitch rate
(K � 0.5cα 0

m∕U∞),where the constant pitch rate is used instead of the
frequency. Similar to harmonic wing motions, as reduced pitch rate
increases, unsteady effects become increasingly more important, both
circulatory and noncirculatory.
Several flow features have been documented by investigators as a

function of reduced pitch rate. Daely and Jumper [2] and Jumper et al.
[10] reported surface pressure measurement on a NACA 0015 airfoil
pivoted about the midchord that showed delayed stall; the airfoil lift
vs angle of attack curve in unsteady flow follows the attached flow
behavior well beyond the stall angle of attack for steady flow.
Strickland and Graham [9] showed similar results for quarter-chord
pivot. In these studies, reduced pitch rate variations were obtained by
changing constant pitch rate or freestream velocity, or both. Graham
and Strickland [8,11] reported maximum lift and drag coefficients
linearly proportional to reduced pitch rate for the range
0.088 ≤ K < 1, derived from surface pressure measurements on a
NACA 0015 airfoil at Re � 100;000 at quarter-chord pivot.
Albertson et al. [14] examined similar NACA 0015 airfoil at
Re � 60;000. They reported maximum values of lift and drag
coefficients nonlinearly proportional to reduced pitch rate for
K < 0.1. The nonlinear correlation is not sensitive to pivot location.
Francis andKeesee [3] found similar nonlinear trend of themaximum
lift and drag coefficients with reduced pitch rate for a NACA 0012
airfoil. Furthermore, thework of Acharya andMetwally [17] showed
that the role of leading-edge suction is as important as dynamic stall,
from surface pressure measurements on a NACA 0012 airfoil and
quarter-chord pivot. Unsteady boundary-layer flow reversal was
investigated by Schreck et al. [20] using shear-stress measurements
on a NACA 0015 airfoil at quarter-chord pivot. Unsteady effects on
leading-edge suction and boundary-layer flow reversal were found to
be susceptible to reduced pitch rate. In these studies, however, the
effects of pivot locationwere not considered, which is of fundamental
significance for the unsteady flow.
Data available in the literature on pivot location effects are

insufficient and inconsistent. Albertson et al. [14] reported force data
derived from surface pressuremeasurements on aNACA0015 airfoil
and note that pivot location affects lift-to-drag ratio only at angles of
attack less than 20 deg before the maximum angle of attack of 60 deg
for K � 0.01 and 0.05. The reported change in lift-to-drag ratio is
inconsistent with the change in pivot location. Helin and Walker [4]
suggested that the effect of pivot location for a NACA 0015 airfoil is
analogous to an increase of the pitch rate, based on tungsten-wire
flow visualization and hot-wire near-surface velocity measurements.
Jumper et al. [16] noted that the distance from the leading edge to the
pivot point would be the characteristic length for flow separation on
similar pitching NACA 0015 airfoil, instead of midchord concerned
for mathematical models. Ol et al. [22] reported the phenomena of
delayed formation of a typical leading-edge vortex (LEV) on the
suction side of a flat plate atK � 0.7, from dye flow visualization, in
response to the adjustment of pivot location from leading edge to
trailing edge. Simultaneously, the growth of a vortex structure on the

pressure side of the flat plate is also present and is called pressure-side
LEV. This unique vortexwas not shown in the computational work of
Visbal and Shang [30] and particle image velocimetry (PIV) data of
Oshima and Ramaprian [19] on a NACA 0015 airfoil. Granlund et al.
[31,32] reported the variation of force coefficients by pivot location
effect, using direct force measurement on both two-dimensional flat
plate and aspect ratio 2 flat plates. The character of pressure-sideLEV
to force generation yet remains to be clarified.
The ramp-type pitching motion experiences an inevitable

acceleration at transition. Koochesfahani and Smiljanovski [33]
experimentally discovered that the initial pitch acceleration duration
has little impact on leading-edge separation as well as dynamic-stall
vortex formation and downstream convection, using a NACA 0012
airfoil. Computationally, Gendrich et al. [34] revealed that the force
caused by the initial pitch acceleration is constrained in the
corresponding phases (i.e., the acceleration duration and angle of
attack). The initial pitch acceleration has little influence on the rest of
phases within constant pitch rate. The generated force within the
phase of pitch acceleration is believed due to apparent mass effect
[34]. However, the results of [33,34] were conducted using the same
pivot location at quarter-chord. No work has been devoted to pivot
location effect in apparent mass force generation.
The primary objective of the present paper is to experimentally

establish the relationship of vortical structures with aerodynamic
forces in terms of pivot location and reduced pitch rate. A finite wing
is pitched rapidly from 0 to 45 deg angle of attack about three pivot
locations at several constant pitch rates incorporated with freestream
conditions in the water channel. Reduced pitch rate K ranges from
0.022 to 0.39. The secondary objective is to understand apparent
mass effect as a function of pivot location. The wing is pitched in
tranquil water, which is analogous to hover flight but without
plunging and feathering motions.

II. Experimental Approach

A. Water Channel and Wing Configuration

The experiments were conducted in a free-surface low-turbulence
water channel facility at the University of Michigan. The test section
walls were made of glass sheet. It has cross section dimensions of
61 × 61 cm and a length of 244 cm. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the
facility.
The wing was a flat plate with rectangular planform. It has a 2 in.

chord (c � 2 in:) and two-chord span (b � 2c) immersed in the
water. Thewingwasmade of plexiglass sheetwith rounded edges and
thickness of 0.125 in. The thickness-to-chord ratio is 0.0625. The
wing was mounted vertically in the water channel at the center of
the test section with thewing at 45 deg angle of attack. Therefore, the

Fig. 1 Sketch of water channel facility.
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final position of thewing for all the experimentswas the same, and the

initial position across the channel varied depending on pivot location.

For force measurements, the wing was attached to the sensing side of

a force transducer using a sensor adapter and clamped to a rotary

table. The sensor adapter was made of aluminum and designed to

minimize weight. The total mass attached to the sensor was 41.1 g,

including the wing, the sensor adapter, and mounting screws. The

force sensor was a Nano 43 transducer manufactured by ATI

Industrial Automation. The maximum calibrated load and torque are

18 N and 250 N·mm, respectively, and the corresponding resolutions

are 1∕256 N and 1∕20 N · mm, the same for all three axes. The load

and torque resolutions are 0.72 and 0.13% of the corresponding

maximum measured values reported here.
As illustrated in Fig. 2a, the wing was pitched at three pivot

locations: leading edge (LE), midchord (MC), and trailing edge (TE).

The wing configuration for TE pivot is the same as that for LE pivot,

with the wing rotated 180 deg to position the pivot axis at the

downstream edge. The pivot axis was alignedwith the symmetry axis

of the force sensor to facilitate force data analysis. Three forces and

three torques were measured in the sensor frame of reference, which

has the x axis in the chordwise direction, the y axis normal to thewing

surface, and the z axis in the spanwise direction. Figure 2a shows the
positive direction of the measured force components. Figure 2b

shows typical side-view force diagrams. For LE andMC pivots, the x
axis is positive upstream, and the y axis is positive as indicated. For
TEpivot, because of the 180 deg rotation, the positive x and y axes are
in the opposite direction compared to LE and MC pivots. The

measured forces Fx and Fy are first converted to axial and normal

force componentsFA andFN , respectively, and then to liftL and drag

D components in the laboratory frame of reference, and their

corresponding force coefficients CL and CD:

L � −FA sin α� FN cos α (1)

D � FA cos α� FN sin α (2)

CL � 2L∕�ρU2
∞S� (3)

CD � 2D∕�ρU2
∞S� (4)

B. Wing Kinematics

The wing kinematics is a linear ramp pitching motion from 0 deg
to a maximum pitch angle αm. Figure 3 shows, from top to bottom,

pitch angle α�t�, pitch rate α 0�t�, and pitch acceleration α 0 0�t�,
successively. To minimize model vibration, the motion was
smoothed at the transition corners ti, as illustrated at t1 through t4 in
Fig. 3, using a smoothing function adapted from Eldredge et al.

[35,36]. The function used here is

α�t� � �0.5αm∕B�
X4
i�1

�−1�i�1 ln fcosh�B�t − ti�∕tp�g (5)

In addition to the transition corner times ti, Eq. (5) introduces the
pitch time tp and the parameter B, which defines the maximum pitch
acceleration/deceleration at the transition corners. This expression
differs from Eldredge et al. [35,36] in that it does not depend on the
freestream velocity. In the cases considered here, the same kinematic

is used with several flow speeds resulting in different reduced
pitch rates.
The parameter B in Eq. (5) is the ratio of pitch time tp to pitch

acceleration time ta. The parameter B is analogous to aαm∕2K in the
original formulation by Eldredge et al. [35,36] and Aαm in our
preliminary study [37],wherea andA are free parameters andK is the
reduced pitch rate that will be described in the next section. As shown

in Eq. (6),B can be specified by variables β and γ that determine pitch
acceleration:

B � 2�αm∕α 0
m�∕�α 0

m∕α 0 0
m � � 2tp∕ta � cosh−1

� ��������
1∕γ

p �
∕β (6)

where β is the ratio of pitch angle change during smoothing (Δα) to
themaximum pitch angle αm, and γ is the ratio of pitch acceleration at
the beginning or end of the transition jα 0 0�ti � Δt�j to maximum
pitch acceleration α 0 0

m . Figure 3 provides an illustration of these

parameters. The definitions of β and γ are

β � Δα∕αm (7)

γ � jα 0 0�ti − Δt�j∕α 0 0
m � jα 0 0�ti � Δt�j∕α 0 0

m (8)

As shown in Fig. 3, the wing kinematics consists of five phases:
start phase, pitch-up phase, hold phase, pitch-return phase, and
relaxation phase. The corresponding time durations are defined as
follows:

ts � stc (9)

tp � αm∕α 0
m (10)

th � htc (11)

te � etc (12)

where tc is the convective time. The variables s, h, and e determine
the duration of each phase.
For force measurement, the start duration was one convective time

(s � 1); the hold duration was more than 68 convective timesFig. 2 Wing configuration for force measurement.
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(h > 68) to ensure steady state over the wing at maximum pitch
angle; the relaxation duration was about 30 convective times
(e � 30) to return to the undisturbed initial condition; the durations
for pitch-up phase and pitch-return phase were the same. For PIV
measurement during pitch-up, the hold duration was set to one
convective time (h � 1) because no data were recorded after the
pitch-up phase.
The wing was pitched at three constant pitch rates: α 0

m � 76.4,
37.5, and 12.6 deg ∕s. The values of B, β and γ, are given in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, both pitch time tp and maximum pitch
acceleration α 0 0

m vary with pitch rate α 0
m. However, the first two

constant pitch rates have the same values of parameters B and β; the
last two have the same acceleration duration 2ta but different
smoothing angle Δα. Auxiliary signals from motor controller were
recorded during the experiments to monitor the wing kinematics for
both force and PIV measurements.
The wing kinematics were implemented using a B4836TS rotary

tablemanufactured byVelmex Inc., driven by a steppermotor (model
RK266-03A-P1) and a motor controller (model VXM-1-1). The
rotary table has a resolution of 40 steps per degree and a maximum
pitch rate of 100 deg ∕s. The controller is programmed to execute
motion commands of arbitrary angle increment and speed. In this
study, the approach to generate motion commands is different from
that used in [38]. Here, Eq. (5) was first discretized with a time step of
0.02 s and converted to motor steps. Then, neighboring points with
the same pitch angle, speed, or acceleration were deleted. Finally, the
angle increments and speed of the motion commands were
determined from the remaining points. As a result, at least 10 points
were used to capture the pitch motion during acceleration. The

motion commands execution was simulated and compared with the

theoretical value given by Eq. (5) to verify the wing motion. Figure 4

shows an example of the wing kinematics with constant pitch rate

of 76.4 deg ∕s.

C. Direct Force Measurement Test Cases and Data Processing

For the present study, the two main independent parameters that

define the unsteady flow are the freestream velocityU∞ and the pitch

rate α 0
m introduced by the wing kinematics. NormalizingU∞ and α 0

m

with combinations of wing chord c and fluid kinematic viscosity ν,
two independent and dimensionless parameters are obtained, the

Reynolds number and the Stokes number:

Re � cU∞∕ν (13)

St � c2α 0
m∕ν (14)

The Reynolds number gives the ratio of convective inertial force to

viscous force in the flow. The Stokes number gives the ratio of

unsteady forces to viscous forces. For the present experiments, the

values of Reynolds and Stokes numbers are large, indicating that

viscous effects are small. Consequently, at high Reynolds and Stokes

numbers, the reduced pitch rateK is commonly employed (Daley and

Jumper [2] and Strickland and Graham [9]) to characterize the flow

behavior by a pitchingwingwith a constant pitch rate α 0
m in a uniform

freestream U∞. The definition of K is

Fig. 3 Illustration of wing kinematics of rectilinear pitch–hold–return motion.

Table 1 Parameters for wing kinematic generation and freestream condition

α 0
m, deg ∕s B tp; s 2ta; s α 0 0

m , deg ∕s2 β�Δα�, deg γ c, in. αm, deg U∞; cm∕s τ � tp∕tc 2ta∕tc α 0 0
mc

2∕U2
∞ K

76.4 21.60 0.588 0.109 1402 0.139 (6) 0.01 2 45 0 — — — — — — — —

76.4 21.60 0.588 0.109 1402 0.139 (6) 0.01 2 45 8.6 1 0.184 8.54 0.39
76.4 21.60 0.588 0.109 1402 0.139 (6) 0.01 2 45 17.5 2 0.375 2.06 0.19
76.4 21.60 0.588 0.109 1402 0.139 (6) 0.01 2 45 25.6 3 0.549 0.96 0.13
37.5 21.60 1.199 0.222 338 0.139 (6) 0.01 2 45 25.6 6 1.12 0.23 0.065
12.6 64.47 3.581 0.222 113 0.0464 (2) 0.01 2 45 25.6 18 1.12 0.077 0.022
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K � 0.5cα 0
m∕U∞ � 0.5St∕Re � 0.5αmtc∕tp (15)

As noted in Eq. (15), K is proportional to the ratio of Stokes
number to Reynolds number. Also, for a given maximum pitch angle
αm,K is proportional to the ratio of convective time tc to pitch time tp.
It is useful to plot the cases listed in Table 1 in the Stokes number vs

Reynolds number space shown in Fig. 5. In this plot, constant values
of reduced pitch rateK are straight lines through the origin. As shown
in Fig. 5, the value of K increases as the slope of the straight line
increases. K is also proportional to the ratio of tp to tc denoted by τ
and shown in parentheses in Fig. 5. The limit case τ � 0 that
corresponds to very fast pitching motion is of interest because
advection effects are limited to the flow induced by the wing motion
itself.
The square symbols in Fig. 5 are the test cases for unsteady force

measurement, also shown in Table 1. Three uniform freestream
velocities were considered: U∞ � 8.6, 17.5, and 25.6 cm∕s. The
corresponding Reynolds numbers areRe � 4400, 8900, and 13,000,
respectively. Combined with three constant pitch rates, also shown in
Table 1, give five reduced pitch rates: K � 0.022, 0.065, 0.13, 0.19,
and 0.39. Because the maximum angle of attack (or maximum pitch
angle) αm is specified to be 45 deg for all test cases, the longest pitch
time is 18 convective times (τ � 18), and the shortest pitch time is
one convective time (τ � 1). Moreover, the test case at U∞ � 0
(τ � 0) for the fastest pitch ratewas considered to examine questions
of apparent mass force as well as linear superposition in flow
topology and force development. In addition, steady force

measurements were conducted at Re � 8900, using the same wing
at several angles of attack from 3 deg to αm in increments of 3 deg. All
unsteady force measurements were repeated 60 times, and the results
were phase-averaged. Steady values at each angle of attack were
obtained by averaging samples over 15 s after 80tc. Also shown in
Fig. 5 are the cases considered byGranlund et al. [39] in their study of
a pitching two-dimensional plate.
Force data acquisition and processing includes multiple steps. To

avoid aliasing, the sampling frequency was 5 kHz in all cases, well
above the cutoff frequency of the filters used in processing. The first
data processing step was application of a digital low-pass filter to
remove high-frequency noise associated with structural vibrations
and electronic/sensor noise. A zero-phase first-order two-path
Butterworth filter was used to avoid phase distortion, to reduce
spurious oscillations introduced by the filter, and to provide sufficient
attenuation of noise. The cutoff frequency was determined using
spectral analysis of the pitch acceleration to retain 90% fluctuation
signal content. This approach gives consistent filtering effects on
force data for the various wing kinematics. Hence, the cutoff
frequencies were 8.7, 4.3, and 4.15 Hz for wing kinematics of
α 0
m � 76.4, 37.5, and 12.6 deg ∕s, respectively. The noise

introduced by the rotary table motor was in the range of 100 to
600 Hz. The model vibration fundamental frequencies in air and in
still water were about 50 and 15 Hz, respectively. These frequencies
are significantly higher than the filter cutoff frequencies, and
therefore they are removed by the filter.
The second step is the tare procedure used to remove 1) model

weight contributions to the measured force, and 2) model inertia
contributions to the measured force, which result in a static tare and
dynamic tare, respectively. The static tares are measurements in air
and still water at several fixed angles from 0 to 45 deg in 3 deg
intervals. It was found that the present wing configuration yields
negligible static tare because of the very small mass of the wing and
mounting hardware. The dynamic tares are measurements in air with
the same kinematics as that in the flow experiments. In the tare
measurements, the same filter cutoff frequency was used as in the
flow experiments. Because the density of air is very small compared
to the water density, the measured forces in air can be assumed to be
the model inertia contribution to the force measured in water.

D. Two-Dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry Test Cases and Data
Process

Test cases for PIV measurements are shown as square solid
symbols in Fig. 5. The wing was pitched at two constant pitch rates:
α 0
m � 76.4 deg ∕s and α 0

m � 37.5 deg ∕s. For α 0
m � 76.4 deg ∕s,

the experimentwas conducted atRe � 4400 and 13,000, aswell as in
still water Re � 0. For α 0

m � 37.5 deg ∕s, only dynamic flow at
Re � 13;000 was investigated. Consequently, three reduced pitch
rates are obtained: K � 0.065, 0.13, and 0.39.
The PIV system includes a double-pulsed Nd-YAG laser (Spectra

Physics PIV 300), light sheet optics, a dual-frame digital camera
(Cooke Corp. PCO.4000), a computer image acquisition system, and
control electronics. The laser sheetwas positioned normal to the pivot
axis at two locations: the midspan and three-quarters span, shown as
green horizontal lines in Fig. 2. The thickness of the laser sheet was
about 0.8 mm. The water channel was seeded with titanium-dioxide
particles (Sigma-Aldrich) with a diameter less than 5 μm. A small
amount (∼1 cm3) of dispersant (DARVAN C-N, Vanderbilt) was
added to help produce a uniform particle distribution and increase the
particle’s settling time. A sonicator was used to break down particles
agglomerates and improve mixing quality. The camera was installed
underneath the test section of the water channel and is equipped with
a Nikon 105 mm Micro-Nikkor lens to produce a magnification of
16.1 pixel∕mm. As a result, the camera sensor frame of 4008 by 2672
pixels gives a field of view of 248 by 165 mm.
The time between camera exposures (dt) was selected to produce a

particle displacement dx of two pixels tominimize particle loss due to
spanwise flow. Values used are as follows: dt is 1.444 ms for
U∞ � 8.6 cm∕s and 0.4852 ms for U∞ � 25.6 cm∕s. For
measurements in still water, dt was determined based on the
maximum surface speed along thewing chord. Actual values used are

Fig. 4 Example of wing kinematic implementation.

Fig. 5 Test cases in terms of St–Re parameter space.
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as follows: at α 0
m � 76.4 deg ∕s, dt is 1.843 ms for LE and TE and

3.687 ms for MC pivot.
An in-house-developed MATLAB-based PIV software was

employed to analyze PIV data. The particle displacement in the field
of viewwas determined using cross-correlation analysis on displaced
interrogation windows. A two-pass analysis was implemented to
increase the spatial resolution of the measurement [40]. The first pass
uses a nondisplaced interrogation window of 64 × 64 pixels to
estimate particle displacement at all points in the field. The particle
displacement found in the first pass was then employed to displace a
high-resolution interrogation window 32 × 32 pixels for the second
pass. Subpixel accuracy of the particle displacement measurements
was obtained using a least-squares Gaussian fit of the correlation
peak in a 3 × 3 pixel stencil. The measured particle displacements
were validated with two criteria: the correlation peak value had to be
larger than the noise level in the cross-correlation function, and the
value had to bewithin awindow (search window) of expected values.
The noise threshold was three times the standard deviation of cross-
correlation values in the interrogation window. The search window
size for low-resolution interrogation window and high-resolution
window were 6 × 6 and 4 × 4 pixels, respectively. The PIV data were
measured in a rectangular grid with 16 pixel spacing, giving a spatial
resolutionof approximately1mm.A3 × 3median filterwas applied to
remove outliers. The PIV data were phase-averaged over 60 images.
To determine the noise in the measured vorticity fields derived

from PIV data, PIV images of the uniform flow without the wing
installed in the test section were acquired. In this case, the measured
vorticity should be zero, and analyses of these PIV fields provide a
good quantitative measurement of the noise in the vorticity field.
Figure 6 plots the maximum measured vorticity as a function of the
number of PIV fields phase-averaged. For the present 60-image
phase average, a vorticity noise of 10 s−1 is a reasonable estimate. In
the plots that follow, only vorticity values above this noise threshold
are shown.

III. Glauert’s Theory for Finite Wing

To highlight the significance of unsteady flow effects due to
reduced pitch rate, the force measurement data are compared with a
well-established steady theory for the finite wing, as proposed by
Glauert [41] and reinterpreted by Anderson [42]. Similar analysis
was employed byGranlund et al. [39] for a two-dimensional flat plate
in perching motion up to 90 deg angle of attack and Yu et al. [43]
for the same two-dimensional flat plate in pitching motion at
several maximum angles of attack under the same reduced pitch
rate K � 0.2.
Suppose that the flow over a finite spanwing of general planform is

steady, incompressible, and inviscid. The lift coefficient CL and
induced drag coefficient CDi can be estimated by

CL � aα � a0α∕�1� �a0∕πARe��1� κ�� (16)

CD;i � C2
L�1� δ�∕�πARe� (17)

where a is the lift slope for a finite-aspect-ratio wing, a0 is the lift
slope for a two-dimensional airfoil, κ is the induced lift factor, and δ is

the induced drag factor. Followed by the approach by Glauert [41],
the values of δ and κ can be obtained by

δ � −1�
�X

n
�
An∕μα

�
2
�
∕�A1∕μα�2; n � 2m − 1 (18)

κ � −1� �μα∕A1 − π∕4�∕μ (19)

Equations (18) and (19) give the factors to characterize the
departure from optimal elliptical lift distribution. The coefficients An

are unknown values and need to be determined by

X
�An∕α��nμ� sin�0.5 mπ∕p�� sin�0.5 nmπ∕p�
� μ sin�0.5 mπ∕p�; m � 1; 2; 3; : : : ; p (20)

Equation (20) satisfies the static equilibrium of angle of attack of the
wing (i.e., thegeometric angle of attackα is equal to the sumof effective
angle of attack and induced angleof attack).The induced angleof attack
is contributed from induced velocity caused by steady free-trailing
vortex filaments in thewake. For a detailed derivation of Eq. (20), refer
to [41]. The integral value of p in Eq. (20) has a physical meaning,
which includes the pth circulation at the pth location at a uniformly
spaced location from the center of the span to one wing tip. Then, it
gives the same numbers ofAn to approximate κ and δ. In Eqs. (18–20),
the parameter μ for a flat plate of rectangular planform is defined by

μ � 0.25a0∕ARe (21)

The parameter ARe in Eq. (21) is the effective aspect ratio of the
wing. For the testing configuration shown in Fig. 2, the free surface of
the water channel is expected to behave like a plane of symmetry. In
reality, the presence of surface waves deforms the water surface and
may affect the force measurement. The effect of free surface can be
studied using Froude number [44], which is given by

Fr � U∞∕
������
gb

p
(22)

whereU∞ is freestreamvelocity,g is gravitational acceleration, andb is
thewing span immersed in thewater. Hoerner [44] found that the effect
of the surface wave is insignificant as Froude number closes to zero.
The current testing configuration gives Froude number in a region of
0–0.256. This region of small Froude number suggests the value of
effective aspect ratio could be assumed as 4 for the present study, twice
the geometric aspect ratio of the experiment.
For a rectangular wing with ARe � 4, the values of δ and κ are

found to be 0.027 and 0.12, respectively, by considering p � 4 in
conformity with Glauert [41]. This value of p includes four locations
to approximate the coefficientsAn as a function of the angle of attack
α. The coefficients in use are given in Table 2. On no account of
effects of reduced pitch rate and pivot locations, the resultant
theoretical results are steady and given by black solid curves, denoted
by “Theory” in the following figures.

IV. Results and Discussion

A. Overview of Dynamic Flow by Pitching Wing

Figure 7 shows normal forceFN and axial forceFA as a function of
convective time. The purpose is to ensure data quality and understand
overall performance of dynamic flow by various time scales of
disturbance. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent the wing
kinematics of α 0

m � 76.4, 37.5, and 12.6 deg ∕s, respectively. The
corresponding pitch angles are shown as the gray curve in the same
freestream at Re � 13;000. The blue, green, and red curves
correspond to the freestream at Re � 4400, 8900, and 13,000,
respectively. These notations are also employed for the following
figures if not otherwise specified.
Figure 7 shows macro time scale of force evolution. Close

examinations are given and discussed in the following sections. In
general, the normal force increases rapidly during the pitch-upFig. 6 Comparison of vorticity variation in various freestream velocity.
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motion, followed by a decrease until a constant steady-state value is
reached. The decrease of normal force shows some oscillatory
behavior at early times in transition to the steady state, which is in
phase with the axial force oscillation. The normal force bumps up at
the same phase as a more negative axial force, which indicates an
increasing axial force toward the leading edge. As revealed from the
force data atK � 0.022–0.13, the transition behavior depends on the
time scale of the disturbance of thewing to the freestream convection.
Figure 7 also shows that the magnitude of the axial force is tenfold

smaller than that of the normal force. The axial force reaches a steady-
state value at the same convective time as the normal force
(t∕tc > 30). The axial force at steady state is negative, which implies
forward force and significant leading-edge suction. Themagnitude of
the leading-edge suction force is very low compared to that
estimation by potential theory, as expected for separated flow at the
leading edge. It is not clear at this point how this suction force
depends on the geometry of the leading edge; for example, a sharper
leading edge may promote leading-edge suction. Note also that the
force magnitudes for test cases at lower Re � 8900 or 4400 are
comparatively small due to small dynamic pressure contributed from
freestream velocity.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of measurement errors. The

percentage of measurement error is the ratio of 95% confidence
intervals of the measurement to the maximum measured force
among the cases. The maximum force is 0.541 N measured from
the test configuration of the pitching wing at LE pivot atK � 0.13.
The measurement errors at selected phases are also shown as error
bars in Fig. 7. The variation of measurement errors during wing
motion is larger than that after a long relaxation to steady state.

These errors are promising in the flow with a higher freestream
velocity and for test cases at LE and TE pivots. Nevertheless, all
errors are in an order of 10 mN or less. For axial force, these errors
are small but significantly compared to the measured force. For the
normal force, these values are very small compared to themeasured
normal force.
To understand the interrelation of vortical flow structures and force

generation, a representative of force development is given in Fig. 9,
and the corresponding PIV measurement is presented in Fig. 10.
Figures 9 and 10 are results of the test case at LE pivot forK � 0.065.
It is noted that either the direct force measurement or the PIV
measurement was synchronized with the wing kinematics, not with
the phase of flow shedding behaviors at wing initial angle of attack.
As a result of phase averaging, only repetitive occurrences of
dynamic flow structures associated with wing kinematics would be
presented. The typical Kármánvortex street formed in thewake of the
wing at an initial 0 deg angle of attackmay not be captured clearly due
to the effect similar to filtering by phase averaging.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the increase of normal force is relative

to the increasing size of the leading-edge vortex (LEV) and the
shedding of the trailing-edge vortex (TEV). This is consistent with an
increase of LEV suction associated with a lower pressure on the
leeward side of the plate. As interpreted by Shih et al. [18], the
formation of the LEVis due to unsteady separation by means of local
thickening of the boundary layer on the airfoil leeward surface. The
boundary layer near the leading edge forms a free shear layer and rolls
up into an individual vortex in a mechanism resembling Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability. The rest of the boundary layer toward the
trailing edge forms shear-layer vortices. The following decrease of

Table 2 Coefficients to estimate lift and induced drag for ARe � 4a

ARe∕a0 A1∕μα A3∕μα A5∕μα A7∕μα a∕a0 ARe∕a κ δ

2∕π 0.816 0.076 0.013 0.002 0.641 0.99 0.12 0.027

aa0 � 2π, μ � 0.25a0∕ARe � 0.125π.

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured forces at various pivot locations as a function of convective time.
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normal force is due to LEV splitting, as shown in a phase of 6.7tc of
Fig. 10, caused by the presence of strong tip vortex in the wake. The

period of these oscillations is consistent with a transient vortex
shedding process (i.e., intermittent formation and shedding of large-

scale LEVand large-scale TEV), as shown in the last four phases F–I
of Fig. 10. The significant spanwise variation between midspan and

three-quarters span indicates that the transition flow behavior is
associated with three-dimensional flow development.

B. Effects of Pivot Location

Figure 11 shows the preliminary study of pivot location effect on

normal force coefficient CN and axial force coefficient CA at
Re � 13;000. The time scale starts at the first transition corner t1 as
shown in Fig. 3. The left panels of Fig. 11 give force course in original
time scale. During the regions of constant pitch rate, LE pivot

produces larger CN than MC pivot does, which in turn produces
larger CN than TE pivot does. The difference of CN due to pivot

location is proportional to K at a given phase. For lower K � 0.022,
CN saturates during constant pitch rate at an angle of attack of about
17.3 deg and 7.3tc and then remains slightly above a value of 1.3 for

the rest of pitch time. AsK is increased to 0.065 or higher (τ < 7.3tc),
the slope of CN increases. CN reaches the maximum value at a

maximum angle of attack.

Consider that the effect of pivot location causes the delay of time
due to freestream convection from the leading edge to the pivot
location. The time delay can be evaluated by dividing the length
from the leading edge to the pivot location by the freestream
velocity. Therefore, the force data for pivot location other than LE
could be shifted temporally to compensate the time delay. Then, all
force data could be compared using the same reference (i.e., the
first transition time point t1 of the LE pivot case). This exercise is
inspired by the work of Granlund et al. [31,32]. The result is given
in the right panels of Fig. 11. The case of K � 0.022 gives very
similar force slope among three pivot locations. A slightly
different force slope is observed forK higher than 0.022 due to the
impact of initial pitch acceleration. The in-phase oscillatory force
behavior for a given K indicates that the transition flow is
independent of pivot location effect. All CN converge to the same
value of approximately 1.1 while approaching to a steady state.
Both effects of pitch rate and pivot location are out of the scene at
steady state.
Figure 12 presents the interaction of apparent mass effect and

circulatory effect for LE, MC, and TE pivots. The apparent mass
effect would occur expectably in the region of pitch acceleration
shown as gray curves in Fig. 12. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves
represent the pitch acceleration of α 0

m � 76.4, 37.5, and 12.6 deg ∕s,
respectively. The constant-pitch-rate region is the region between the

Fig. 8 Force measurement error with time.

a) Development of normal and axial force coefficients of a flat plate at leading edge pivot for K = 0.065 

b) Development of lift and drag coefficients of a flat plate at leading edge pivot for K = 0.065 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of local force coefficients to global force coefficients.
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Fig. 10 Vortical flow evolution of a flat plate at leading-edge pivot and K � 0.065.
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Fig. 11 Effects of pivot locations on force coefficients as a function of convective time for a pitching rectangular wing.

Fig. 12 Effect of pivot location on force courses of a pitching rectangular flat plate at various reduced pitch rates.
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time scale t∕tp � 0 and 1 of Fig. 12, where the circulatory effect

would dominate. The black, blue, green, and red curves represent the

freestream at Re � 0, 4400, 8900, and 13,000, respectively.

The normal force spike for LE pivot atRe � 0, shown in Fig. 12, is
positive at the start of the pitch-up phase and negative at the end of the

pitch-up phase. The presence of the force spikes is consistent with the

profile of pitch acceleration. The magnitude of the force spikes at the

start of the pitch-up phase increases with the freestream velocity,

which suggests that the apparent mass effect is enhanced by the

circulatory effect. These force spikes have been documented bymany

researchers, for example, Granlund et al. [31,32,39], Eldredge et al.

[35,36], Lian andOl [45], and Ramesh et al. [46]. The impact of pitch

rate on force generation is effective only when the wing is in the

freestream atRe ≠ 0. The normal force increases with angle of attack

during the region of constant pitch rate. Also, the slope of normal

force increases as reduced pitch rate decreases with increasing

freestream velocity. Furthermore, the apparent mass force spikes

occur only for K > 0.065. Recall the kinematic parameters given in

Table 1; the duration of pitch acceleration (2ta) for K > 0.065 is

shorter than one convective time. And the dimensionless maximum

pitch acceleration α 0 0
mc

2∕U2
∞ is close to or higher than 1. This

correlation of measured force and kinematics suggests that the

apparent mass normal force spike has a strong dependence on the

profile of pitch acceleration.

For MC pivot, the pitch acceleration from the pivot axis to the

leading edge is equivalent to that from the pivot axis to trailing edge.

However, the distributions of both pitch accelerations with respect to

midchord pivot are on the opposite surface of the wing.

Consequently, no normal force spikes are measured at Re � 0. As
the freestream velocity is increased, only the circulatory effect

increases the normal force with pitch rate. The increase of normal

force at a given reduced pitch rate has a tendency similar to that for

LE pivot.

For TE pivot, the apparent mass normal force spikes are in the

opposite direction of pitch acceleration, which is contrary to that for

LE pivot. A negative normal force spike at Re � 0 is produced at the
start of pitch-up phase, and a positive spike is produced at the end of

pitch-up phase. The magnitude of the first normal force spike

decreases with increasing freestream velocity in contrast with the

results by LE pivot. This observation suggests that apparent mass

effects at the start of the pitch-up phase for TE pivot are reduced by

the circulatory effect. However, the increase of normal force during

the constant pitch rate shows the similar tendency of increasing slope

withK as that for LE andMCpivots. The apparentmass normal force

Fig. 13 Effects of pivot location onvortical structures of the plate atRe � 0 (left panel) andRe � 4300 (right panel), and forLEpivot (top row),MCpivot
(middle row), and TE pivot (bottom row).

Fig. 14 Effect of freestream velocity on vortical structures of the plate at leading-edge pivot. The wing kinematics of α 0
m � 76.4 deg ∕s is pitched at

Re � 0 (left panel) and Re � 4300 (right panel).
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spikes are measured for K > 0.065 only. This result is similar to that

by LE pivot.

Unlike normal force development, the axial force has

independence on pitch acceleration, as shown in Fig. 12. The

increase of freestream velocity results in the development of negative

axial force with pitch rate, which supports the leading-edge suction

argument mentioned in the previous section. Positive axial force is

only observed for LE pivot at Re � 0 and K � 0.39 during the first
transition of motion.

Figure 13 shows vortical flow structures on a midspan plane at the

phase when the wing just stopped at 45 deg; the flow is likely two-

dimensional [37]. The left panels of Fig. 13 are measurements at

Re � 0; the right panels of Fig. 13 are measurements at Re � 4300.
The wing kinematics are the same (i.e., α 0

m � 76.4 deg ∕s).
Correlating the force data atRe � 0 in Fig. 12with the corresponding
flowfield in Fig. 13, the first force spike relates to the formation of

starting vortex (STV)with positive vorticity. For LE pivot, the STVis

formed at trailing edge and gives a positive force spike. For TE pivot,

Fig. 15 Dynamic flow behavior for a rectangular wing pitched at leading edge.
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the STV is formed at leading edge and gives a negative force spike.

ForMC pivot, one STVis formed at the leading edge, and the other is

at the trailing edge, resulting in no force spike at the onset of the pitch-

up phase. Both STVs by MC pivot have a maximum vorticity level

smaller than that by the other two pivot locations. Conclusively, the

formation of STV depends on the distance from end edges to pivot

location. Moreover, the presence of STV changes not only the

streamlines over the wing but also in the wake.

For LEpivot, as shown in Fig. 13, increasingU∞ convects the STV

at the trailing edge downstream and promotes the formation of a

typical LEVand the shedding of the TEV. ForMC and TE pivot at the

same Reynolds number, the STVat the leading edge travels along the

wing surface on the windward side and, therefore, delays the

formation of LEV, which is consistent with results reported in

[22,31,32].

Figure 13 reveals an vortical structure with negative vorticity

about the pivot location at Re � 0. It is regarded as a “pivot

vortex” (PV). The PV is bounded and has a maximum vorticity

level smaller than STV. For LE pivot at Re > 0, the PV is likely to

encourage the formation of the LEV by an incoming freestream.

Fig. 16 Dynamic flow behavior for a rectangular wing pitched at midchord.
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The PV is formed at the same time as the STV. The maximum

vorticity of the PV remains at a similar level during the region of

constant pitch rate, coupling with the STV at the trailing edge to

generate an initial force spike at Re � 0, as shown in Fig. 12. Very
little forces are generated during constant pitch rate after both

STV and PV are formed at Re � 0. For TE pivot, as shown in

Fig. 13, the first vortex in the wake for K � 0.39 has opposite

magnitude of a typical STV, which is a PV shed from the trailing

edge and is attributed to a reverse STV in [38]. Unlike STV, this

PV has little impact on the flow downstream. For the pivot axis

other than LE and TE pivots, the PVofMC pivot is difficult to form

or shed because there is no free end edge.

Figure 14 shows the vortical structures when the pitching wing

stops at a maximum angle of attack for LE pivot. The formation of

stopping vortex (SPV)with negative vorticity atRe � 0 is associated
with the second force spike shown in Fig. 12. The SPV is paired with

the STVat the same forming edge. This phenomenon is similar to an

airfoil, photographed by Prandtl and Tietjens [47], undergoing

impulsively start-and-stop upstream-rectilinear motion at a given

angle of attack. The SPV by the TE pivot formed at the leading edge

Fig. 17 Dynamic flow behavior for a rectangular wing pitched at trailing edge.
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avails thewing to generate forces, similar to the effort of typical LEV.

On the contrary, the LE pivot produces an SPV at the trailing edge,
deteriorating the force generation. ForMCpivot, the SPVis present at
both leading and trailing edges, resulting in no force.
One should notice that the typical LEV would mingle with the PV

produced byLEpivot orwith the SPVproduced byMCandTEpivots
after the wing stops at given angle of attack; this cooperation of
vortices at the leading edge from different generation mechanisms

would confuse our estimation and justification on LEV in size and
strength and requires to be cautiously distinguished in the future.

C. Effects of Reduced Pitch Rate

Figures 15–17 show the vorticity field captured by the PIV system
as well as the dependence of lift coefficient CL and drag coefficient

CD on angle of attack (AOA) for LE, MC, and TE pivots,
successively. The vorticity field of the wing at 13 deg AOA is
presented due to its occurrencewithin the region of constant pitch rate
and the absence of dynamic stall for reduced pitch rates of interest.
Comparing PIV results at Re � 0 with K � 0.39 in Figs. 15–17,

the striking of a uniform freestream on a pitching wing at a given
angle of attack produces a thicker shear layer (with a negative sign)

attached on thewing suction surface than that (with a positive sign) on
the wing pressure surface. Meanwhile, the significant normal force
generated during the region of constant pitch rate contributes mostly
to CL and CD. The amplitude of vorticity of the dominated vortex
around the leading edge, such as LEV for LE pivot or STV for TE

pivot, is enhanced by the freestream. The STVat the leading edge by
the MC pivot has a smaller level of maximum vorticity than that by
LE andTEpivot. The STV formed at leading edge breaks down along
the wing pressure surface in the freestream.
ForLEpivot, as shown inFig. 15, themeasuredCL atK � 0 (steady

state) follows the estimatedCL from potential flow theory before static
stall occurs. The linear proportion of CL to AOA indicates the proper
assumption of attached flow over thewing and effective aspect ratio of

4. The static stall angle forK � 0 is about 10 deg. AsK is increased to
0.022, the stall angle is increased to 17 deg, which is regarded as
dynamic stall. The stall angle for K higher than 0.065 is hardly
determined, mainly due to the nonlinear tendency of CL with AOA
higher than 17 deg. The decrease of CL by pitch deceleration and

smoothing effect by the filter would also influence our determination
of stall angle for K > 0.065. Moreover, CL shifts upward at a given
AOA as K is increased by either increasing constant pitch rate or
reducing freestream velocity. As disclosed from the distribution of
streamlines in Fig. 15, the increase ofCL withK would depend on the

circulation around the leading edge due to the effective camber line
change, unnecessarily depending on the size of LEV. The first normal
force spike observed previously in Fig. 12 is insignificant for current
CL and CD as a function of angle of attack in Fig. 15, except for
K � 0.39. Recall fromTable 1 that the pitch acceleration ofK � 0.39
has shortest pitch acceleration duration (2ta � 0.184tc) and largest
maximum pitch acceleration (α 0 0

m � 8.54U2
∞∕c2). The kinematics of

K � 0.39 has the same smoothing angle of 6 deg as that ofK � 019,
0.13, and 0.065, which suggests that the smoothing angle is not a
determinative factor of significant generation of CL at the onset of the

pitch-up phase. The measured CD for K � 0 (steady measurement)

follows the theoretical CD. However, higher reduced pitch rate gives
larger CD.
ForMC pivot, theCL atK � 0.022 shown in Fig. 16would follow

theoretical results to an AOA of 17 deg as the pivot axis effect is
compensated convectively, as demonstrated in Fig. 11. Because of
the presence of STV at both the leading edge and trailing edge,
apparent mass effects are very small at the onset of wing motion in
comparison with the other two pivot locations considered.Within the
region of constant pitch rate, the lift coefficient curve shifts upward as
K increases but may not with the equal amount as that for LE pivot.
AllCD courses for MC pivot have similar development to that for LE
pivot but with smaller magnitude at a given K.
For TE pivot, as shown in Fig. 17, the onset of pitching wing

produces negativeCL, contributedmostly from the negative normal
force. The STVat the leading edge forK � 0.39 is still evident at the
selected phase of 13 deg. However, the STVat the leading edge for
lower K breaks down into a shear layer with positive vorticity
attached to the windward surface. Both STVand shear layer on the
windward surface balance the pressure distribution between the
windward surface and leeward surface. Hence, the effect of reduced
pitch rate on force courses during constant pitch rate region is
attenuated before the deceleration of wing motion. BothCL andCD

courses are found to be insensitive to the change of K. The vortical
structures on the windward surface delayed the formation of the
LEVon the leeward surface. The delay time of the LEV formation
could be approximated by dividing the length from the leading edge
to the pivot location by the freestream velocity, as revealed
in Fig. 11.
Figure 18 shows the comparison of force coefficients as a function

of K to that reported in [38] at AOA � 13 deg, using different
smoothing commands to operate the stepper motor for the same
kinematics. The consistent results suggest the independence of
kinematic implementation. The average values of two data sets are
plotted as the solid curve for a given pivot location. The results show
that the increase ofCL is linearly proportional toK forK higher than
0.065. The slope of CL�K) is decreased with the pivot location
positioned aft of the trailing edge. As K is less than 0.065, the CL is
likely convergent to an estimated value by the steady potential flow
assumption. The increase ofCD is linearly proportional toK only for
LE and MC pivots at K higher than 0.065. All measured CD are
higher than the estimated CD. For TE pivot, the CD is likely
independent of K.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, the interrelation of unsteady hydrodynamic forces
and PIV velocity measurements was reported for a rectangular flat
plate with an effective aspect ratio of 4, undergoing various pitch-up
motions up to 45 deg. Changes in both pitch rate and freestream
velocity were considered, resulting in a parameter space of reduced
pitch rate in a range of 0–0.39. Also, the case of the pitching wing at
Re � 0 was documented to gain additional insight on the nature of
apparent mass effect and the impact of freestream for circulatory
force generation.
This paper revealed that the pivot location determines where both

the starting vortex and pivot vortex will be formed. The formation of

Fig. 18 Effect of reduced pitch rate on a) lift coefficient, and b) drag coefficient of a pitching flat plate.
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the starting vortex and pivot vortex also depends on initial pitch
acceleration duration and amplitude with respect to freestream
velocity. Reduced pitch rate affects the formation of the leading-edge
vortex with angle of attack. The influence of reduced pitch rate
becomes insignificant as the pivot location ismoved downstream. For
leading-edge pivot, hydrodynamic forces are boosted with respect to
the increase of reduced pitch rate due to the formation of a starting
vortex at the trailing edge and the coupling formation of a pivot vortex
with the leading-edge vortex. Because vortices with opposite sign
of vorticity are formed at separate locations, the principle of
superposition of apparent mass effects on circulatory effects may
apply. For a pivot location other than the leading edge, however, the
starting vortex appears at the leading edge on the windward surface
and interferes with the formation of the leading-edge vortex on the
leeward surface. Followed by the freestream convection of starting
vortex on the windward surface, the formation of the leading-edge
vortex is delayed, and the generation of hydrodynamic force is
inhibited. The thin airfoil theory byGlauert provides reasonable force
prediction for a finite wing at steady state (zero reduced pitch rate)
before static stall angle, which concerns only circulatory force as a
function of angle of attack. The theoretical model to account for
reduced pitch rate, pivot location, and transition flow behaviors (such
as leading-edge vortex splitting and transient vortex shedding)
requires further research.
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